
Author pens new book to understanding end of times, word of God 

Palmer Paxton Stoutt offers a unique viewpoint of the Bible in “Passage to Paradise: Time 

is coming to an End” 

  
New York, N.Y.  – With talk of Jesus being married swirling, debate about the power of God versus 

Science and the end of the world in 2012, Palmer Paxton Stoutt found it well-timed to publish his debut 

book “Passage to Paradise: Time is Coming to an End” (ISBN 1475041489), to spread the good word of 

the Lord for preparing for the end of time as it is prophesied in the Bible. 

 

In order to prepare readers, Stoutt takes them to the beginning of time and works them up to modern day. 

He highlights various warnings of the coming of the end of time as well as key information and names of 

the last two world kings that will reign at this time. Stoutt also debunks long held beliefs, theories and 

intrigues of the feared number 666, and reveals the true meaning as is written by the word of God. 

 

As Stoutt shows in “Passage to Paradise,” the only way to be saved at the end of time is to seek and 

follow God’s kingdom in the name of Jesus during life today. Throughout the work, the author relies 

entirely on quotes from the King James Version of the Bible, recognizing as he quotes from the Bible: 

“that no prophecy of the Scripture is of any private interpretation. For the prophecy came not in old time 

by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost” (2 Peter 1:19–21). 

 

“Unlike other religious works that aim to force beliefs on the reader, ‘Passage to Paradise’ teaches readers 

about God’s word and lets them make their own decisions and opinions,” says Stoutt. 

 

Since he was a young boy, Stoutt has welcomed God’s word into his life as an inspirational and 

instructional guide. Most recently, he has accepted God’s call to spread His word, and by publishing 

“Passage to Paradise,” Stoutt knows he has begun to do so. He hopes his work helps all people better 

understand and to prepare today for the coming of the end of times.  

 

“Passage to Paradise: Time is Coming to an End” is available at Amazon.com, Barnes and Noble.com, 

Apple iBookstore, Google Play and other channels. 

 

About the Author: 

Palmer Paxton Stoutt is an entrepreneur who has traveled extensively in Asia, Europe, Caribbean and 

North America. He earned his bachelor’s in computer science from Queen’s University in Canada and a 

master’s in management and information systems from the University of London in England. Stoutt 

vividly remembers receiving a Bible from his parents before going to boarding school. He has kept the 

Bible throughout all of his education, and it still sits among his collection of King James Version Bibles. 

Stoutt is a daily reader of the Bible, believing the word of God is both inspirational and instructional to 

his life. Having accepted God’s call to spread His word of the everlasting kingdom, Stoutt published his 

first book, “Passage to Paradise.” 
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